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Asdf movie 11 in color

Edit Read More Edit The eleventh part of the saga continues with more small animated shorts. Summary of | Add | Short | Comedy Certificate: See All Certifications » Parents Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit Released on the 10th Anniversary of Asdfmovie. See more » Following Asdfmovie5 (2012) See more » User
reviews Edit release date: 10 August 2018 (UK) See more » Runtime: 2 min See full technical specifications » Edit Read more Edit The eleventh part of the saga continues with more small animated shorts. Summary of | Add | Short | Comedy Certificate: See All Certifications » Parents Guide: View Content Advisory »
Edit Released on the 10th Anniversary of Asdfmovie. See more » Following Asdfmovie5 (2012) See more » User reviews Edit release date: 10 August 2018 (UK) See more » Runtime: 2 min See full technical specifications » Edit Read more Edit The eleventh part of the saga continues with more small animated shorts.
Summary of | Add | Short | Comedy Certificate: See All Certifications » Parents Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit Released on the 10th Anniversary of Asdfmovie. See more » Following Asdfmovie5 (2012) See more » User reviews Edit release date: 10 August 2018 (UK) See more » Runtime: 2 min See full technical
specifications » Comments Share Asdfmovie11 is the eleventh part to the asdfmovie series. It was uploaded to YouTube on August 10, 2018. Voice actor Jaiden Kiyomi Dittfach Alex Bertie Thomas Ridgewell Chloe ScarfDemon Dungate Elliot ElliotExplicit Gough Matt Ley Adam Ortiz Rebecca Parham Sammy Paul
James Rallison (As doctor ... Of Psychology) Transcript Girl: I Want An Ice Cream! What is the magic word? Girl: * turns into a demon * * reverse * Memeicus Ice Creamicus Girl: IS CRUNCHY IN THE OUTSIDE WHERE NOTHING LIKE! (One turns into an Ice Cream cone as Girl takes it and licks it) (title theme plays)
Static Man: Hey Man, 80s Called, They Want You Dead. * starts shooting Man 2 * Static Man: I FEEL ME CAR SICK! *vomita car with license plate 1CH pwn nematode, kill man next to him) static Woman: Aw ... Babies grow up so fast. Pregnant Woman: THEY DO!!!??? *explodes* Kid: Hello! I've been born! Static
Judges: I sentence you to ... Jazz! Woman: NOOOOOO ... * judge places trumpet in her mouth * static Man: Hey, pull my finger! (Man 2 grabs man's finger and it stretches) static Man: * crying * Man 2: Aw, come on. Boys don't cry! (Man's chest pop out) static Man: OH NO! A GIANT-B! (the camera zooms out to reveal
a giant letter B then a massive bumblebee flies in and eats Man) static Doctor: I'm afraid you have a year to live. Man: OH YEAH? *shoots himself* static Man: Hey, your girlfriend. (deep voice) she single? Static Cop: Sir, is this your car? No, it's (The driver turns out to be in the police car and drives away) static static
speaker box: 5... 4... 3... 2... 1... (one hand presses the button and the person moans) static Man: BOO! (laughter) Made you jump! (It is revealed that one scared Man 2 into jumping off a building) static Timmy: Hello, baby. You look good. Baby: Hey, thanks, Jerry, you too. Static Man: I will open this door! (One opens
the door, where the butt appears and farts very loudly and rips off his skin, then his flesh, and his skull mouth opens) static Magician: Hey, what is it behind the ear? (reaches behind the girl's ear and gasps) It's a hearing aid! girl (echoing): WHAT?! Static Woman: I... I love you, but... (butt farts loudly and kills her) static
(Man has a knife in his chest) Doctor: Don't worry! I'm a doctor! of psychology! * writes on a pad * So how does it make you feel? static Narrator: And now ... the price of best sarcasm goes to... This guy. Man: Oh wow, thank you so much. Static Mom: Happy 10th Birthday! Kid: But... But.... BUT... *holding up a book
called Stabby Princess III* This is not what I wanted! (Butt appears in the form of mom's head and farts loudly in exactly the same way as there are previous two victims) SUBSCRIBE SCREEN Trivia TomSka has related part of his desire to make this installment is to make up for what he believes is Asdfmovie10's low
quality jokes, which he believes are not up to the show's standards: most of the jokes from asdfmovie8 and on have used more wordplay than the non-sequitur humor he normally uses. But the random quality pattern where even is better than odd is what he worries about. The same car in Asdfmovie10 that hit Suzie
vomits by the man who feels car sick. The girl in the ice cream sketch that turned into a demon said Memeicus Ice Creamicus! in reverse order. This was done for the 10th anniversary of the first asdfmovie. Internal Links Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Read more Edit This video
went viral around 2008 and became the launch pad for it's creator Tom TomSka Ridgewell. See more » Followed by Asdfmovie5 (2012) See more » Written goof &amp; Performed by Alexander Støver (as Binary Pilot) See more » User reviews Edit release date: August 10, 2008 (UK) See more » Driving time: 2 min
Aspect ratio: 1.78 : 1 See full technical specifications Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Comments Share Hello! The Mine Turtle is a character who first appeared in Asdfmovie5. Biography The Mine Turtle was growing up at a small zoo when one day a man named Tom screamed
Drunk Science! and he drank a beer. He soon made the turtle the world's first mine turtle. The police tried to stop him before he could explode and shouted: Behave out that he has a nose! but empty doesn't. Explosion &amp; Mechanics When you slow down the video, or look very gently very quickly, bursts first out his
eyes, then he explodes without His mechanics are very, very simple. He moves to a certain place, if a character picks him up, he will fall on his back in a suicide attempt, this is not proven but if it is suicide. If this is not done, he will be trampled on, either on accident or intentionally. Appearances Trivia The Mine Turtle
may be a reference to Bomb-Shell Koopa from Super Mario Land. He can also be a disguise of a Bob-omb from Super Mario. As we can see in the song, Mine Turtle's only line is other than Hello! Technically, I'm a Tortoise!. Gallery Mine Turtle in Asdfmovie 12 intro Community Content References is available under CC-
BY-SA unless otherwise stated. And this is just the tip of the iceberg. I made you a pie! Wow, what taste? PIE FLAVOR. *[guitar riffs]*The asdfmovies (pronounced ass-duff-moo-vee) is a series of short, rapid-fire YouTube web cartoons produced by TomSka, partially customizing strips from asdfcomics, his
Webcomics.The skits are short, as are the movies overall, and the humor is random but entertaining in its own strange way, often relying on puns (usually of literal-minded or visual variety), Brick Jokes, and straight up surreal unsequis , along with the occasional dip in the macabre. If you can keep up, or are similarly
crazy, you can see almost all of them in this single compilation if you haven't already. Since the start of the series, new films are usually published annually. The Videos (Works in the series in bold) [TRAILER] asdfmovie (August 8, 2008): A trailer for the first movie. asdfmovie (August 10, 2008): The first film. Also at
Newgrounds. [asdfmovie] Deleted scene (August 11, 2008): A deleted scene from the first film. invoked asdfmovie2 (January 1, 2010): The second film. asdfmovie2: deleted scenes (January 8, 2010): Deleted Scenes from the second movie. invoked marmite is terrible (asdfmite) (April 20, 2010): A card made for a
Marmite Viral Marketing campaign. invoked asdfcomp (July 17, 2010): The announcement of a contest to make one to be remade and used in the third film. This competiton collected over a thousand entries (most of them, of course, obvious puns or Non Sequiturs without wit). asdfcomp - New dog ..........? (July 18,
2010): The entry that went on to win the contest. Ritalin'd (September 9, 2010): A stylistic Suck-filled alternative third film. asdfmovie3 (December 30, 2010): The third film. Also at Newgrounds. The theme from its credits and from other videos by TomSka is available on Newgrounds and on SoundCloud. THE TWENTY
MINUTE ASDFMOVIE (March 29, 2011): A stylistic Suck-filled movie made in 20 minutes, possibly for April Fools' Day. TomSka Meets a Fangirl (August 18, 2011): A preview of the fourth film and of other videos by TomSka. asdfmovie song by LilDeuceDeuce (September 1, 2011): the full version of the theme from the
preview and from the credits of the fourth film. It is is and its instrumental version is available on Amazon.com and on iTunes. asdfmovie4 deutsch (September 2, 2011): A German dub of the fourth film. asdfmovie4 (September 2, 2011): The fourth film. Also at DeviantArt and at Newgrounds. I LIKE TRAIN (asdfmovie
song) (September 23, 2011): The first music video. Also on deviantArt and at Newgrounds. The song is available on Amazon.com and iTunes. I LIKE TRAINS (asdfmovie song) remix (September 30, 2011): The full version of the theme from the first music video credits, a remix of the first music video itself. The song is
available on Amazon.com and iTunes. I LIKE SKYRIMS (January 30, 2012): A. asdfmovie5 trailer (May 3, 2012): A trailer for the fifth film. asdfmovie5 (May 11, 2012): The fifth film. Tom's Dog (asdfmovie5 theme) (May 12, 2012): The full version of the theme from the fifth film's credits, from tomsdogdotcom, and from the
Eddsworld video Eddsworld: Legacy (collection). The song is available on Bandcamp and on iTunes. Originally made for Voice Clip Song TomSka song. Mineturtle (May 23, 2012): An extended version of a theme to be used for the fifth film's intro. The song is available on Bandcamp and on iTunes. invoked MINE
TURTLE (asdfmovie song) (June 22, 2012): The second music video. The song is available on Bandcamp, on Amazon.com, and on iTunes. Mine Turtle (feat. TomSka) (June 27, 2012): An alternative mix of the song from the second music video. The song is available at Bandcamp. asdfmovie6 (February 9, 2013): The
sixth film. asdfmovie6 song (February 9, 2013): The full version of the song from the credits of the sixth film, by LilDeuceDeuce. MAKE THE FLOP. (February 9, 2013): A 10-minute long remix of LilDeuceDeuce of one of the skits from asdfmovie6, which has none other than the man himself as a character. MAKE THE
FLOP. FOR REAL. (Feb 22, 2013): A 50 second feature that LilDeuceDeuce found good enough to put a link on his DO THE FLOP video. asdfmovie6 song remix (March 8, 2013) A remix of the song from asdf 6's credits. asdfmovie7 (October 25, 2013): The seventh film. asdfmovie: deleted scenes (November 7, 2013):
Deleted jokes from all previous asdfmovie episodes. EVERYBODY DO THE FLOP (asdfmovie song): The third music video. asdfmovie8 (October 10, 2014): The eighth film. asdfmovie9 (August 7, 2015): The ninth film. asdfmovie10 (April 1, 2017): The long-awaited tenth movie that is totally not an April Fool's joke. Beep
Beep I'm a Sheep (feat. TomSka &amp; BlackGryph0n) (April 1, 2017) The accompanying music video for the above, by LilDeuceDeuce. The Muffin Song (asdfmovie feat. Schmoyoho) (May 11 2018) A music video for the cupcake child who wants to die, created by The Gregory Brothers. Also, kind of a music video
about asdfmovie in general. And Tom himself. Just look at it and you know what we mean by that. asdfmovie11 (August 10, 2018): 11th film, was released exactly 10 years after the first in memory. IT'S MUFFIN TIME! (August 14, 2019): An ad for a Kickstarter for Muffin Time, an asdfmovie card game; The video has
enough new skits to effectively qualify as an asdfmovie itself. asdfmovie12 (August 30, 2019) asdfmovie12 song (feat. EileMonty) (August 31, 2019): The accompanying music video for the above, by LilDeuceDeuce in the style of an anime opening, sung entirely in Japanese. asdfmovie12: deleted scenes (September 12,
2019): Deleted Scenes from asdfmovie12. asdfmovie13 (October 26, 2020) The 13th movie. The short skits mean knowing what's in them will ruin (what can loosely be called) gags very easily, so we recommend you watch movies before reading the trop list. It won't take long. If you'd love to experience asdfmovie in a
book form, you're in luck – Tom published an asdfbook called Art is Dead (named after a Bo Burnham song) consisting of over 100 series of old and new jokes. It was released on October 21, 2015.After a successful Kickstarter, the asdf card game Muffin Time is now available. This series gives examples of: open / close
all folders An abnormal Allergy: There is a character who is allergic to adorable. Someone gives him a cat, where he says aaaaw... immediately afterwards, a tombstone is displayed. Absurd Phobia: A guy in 8 is afraid of backstories. His psychologist asks when it started, and he starts screaming in horror. Later in the
same episode, there is a man who is afraid of giant flying sheep (actually clouds). Accidental Dance Craze: As detailed in Everybody Do The Flop, the Do The Flop Guy started his titular dance craze when a crowd was watching him fall over mid-jump, and he shouted Everybody do the flop! to save face. Everyone just
went with it and he became a sensation. Action Bomb: My Turtle. The man in the deleted scenes of 2 who became so upset about some parking on his sandwich that he exploded. The man named Steven in 9 who will explode if he stops singing. Unfortunately, someone had to stop and say hello. WHAT HAVE YOU
DONE? (boom) Actually, I'm him: I'm your sandwich. Customization Expansion: The asdfmovie songs take a sketch that involves a very simple joke and actually gives it a full-blown backstory, almost turning the featured characters into three-dimensional creatures. Affably Evil: Played with in 13, when a man pulls out a
knife and menacingly asks his interlocutor if he is ready to die, the latter says no, and so the former goes back and says he will be back later. All women love shoes: Even when they are chairs, women love shoes. Ambiguous Illness: I Like Trains Kid Can Only Say I Like Trains! and seems to have an obsession with trains.
His devoted song says he never spoke a word until he went to school, and had to take a ritalin Gay: The Ducks in the fifth film. ... Quack. I was just about to say it! We're so in sync! Ambiguous syntax: Utilized in 10. Twice. First time: Man 1: Do you know what I hate? Child killer. Oh no, here comes one now! Children
wield a knife: Heeheehee, I'll get you! Second time:Teacher: Hey, kids, who's ready to draw? Kids who all scream agreed. Teacher: Okay, then! [pulls out a gun] Draw! Mass shoot-out between teachers and students. Animate Inanimate Object: Although it never turned out to move, the chair in the fourth film can talk. It's
a woman, by the way. Also the evil tie and parking meter from the first film. Not to mention the door from the sixth film. The basketball in the tenth film that deliberately bounces away from a girl and causes her to get hit by a car. Animal Gender-Bender: The cow pretending to be a man has a very male voice. But the
opening of asdfmovie12 depicts the cow as a girl, so it can only be Larynx Dissonance. Animation Bump: I like train video: I feel good! Animesque: The opening to asdfmovie12 is made in an anime style, with all of the series characters drawn as human anime characters, whether they were human to begin with.
Anthropomorphic food: The potatoes. There is also a cake in the first episode, which a guy cuts, but is unaware that the cake is alive. The cake then commits suicide by jumping off the table. In addition, the poor children of the cake, who had to witness the whole ordeal. In the sixth episode there is a burger that
announces that it used to be a cow. In the seventh and eighth episodes, a muffin trying to get someone to eat him. Marmite, from the suitably named film, marmite is terrible In the twelfth film there is a waffle with brain damage. The thirteenth film features a marshmallow being crushed by a judge's stick after pleading
guilty. Anticlimax: Seen in this sketch from 8: Magician: Want to See a GOBLIN? (Camera zooms in on excited look you see with dramatic music) No! Anti Humor: The meaningless button scene. The last scene in 13 before Muffin Time ad. (baby pulls; guy grabs drawing) Guy: Oh... Min... God. (drawing is just graffiti)
You're an idiot! (baby coos and shrugs) Apocalypse How: A deleted scene has a guy spilling a glass of milk. Somehow, the average glass could hold enough milk to drown everyone. April Fools' Day: The twenty-minute film was made and released two days before that day. Fangled with asdfmovie10, which was released
on April 1, 2017 but is not a joke video. Are We There Yet?: In a deleted scene of asdfmovie2, an astronaut who continues to ask this question (probably) annoys another astronaut so much that he just says yes and then leaves him off the rocket, stranding him in space. Armies Are Evil: The military in the sixth movie



shoots down a magical flying pony reason reason than being evil. Armored Wardrobe Gay: The You Know Who's Gay? guy turns out to have been this in Deleted Scenes. Artistic License - Gun Safety: Played for laughs in part 3:Hey guys check out my new camera (shots) oh wait this isn't the camera. Artistic License –
Paleontology: Parodied by the sauropod who calls itself a Stegosaurus. Art Evolution: The first three repayments were undoubtedly rigid. From the fourth film on, the animation became more fluid and the characters more expressive. Art Shift: The first four asdfmovies (and I like train music video) were each animated by
completely different people, resulting in a fair few somewhat noticeable aesthetic differences. But from 6 pm onwards, all ASDF-related media are handled by the same animator – Ben 'Wonchop' Smallman. Most of the 'Drunk Science' backstory in the Mine Turtle song is drawn in a very different style, although this is
more of a continuity nod; instead of playing out previous asdfmovie skits like the rest of the song, it refers to another TomSka video, made in a different style. In-Universe, a character draws a switch that allows the whole world to become colored (and nude), causing an exaggerated freak-out moment. A joke in 10 has the
characters reproduced in 3-D.Man: It's medication time! (Taking medicine and they shift back to 2D) This is better. Ascended Extra: The music videos tend to do this for whoever they're about, with a one note punchline character (I Like Trains Kid, Mine Turtle and Do The Flop Guy so far) and give them a backstory. Ate
his gun: A fat guy in asdfmovie10 looks like he's about to do this, but continues to take a bite out of the gun. A straight example appears in asdfmovie13, of a guy who is disappointed to have survived falling a long distance. Ax-Crazy: People shoot off weapons, attack each other and call random large objects with
complete abandon. B Backing Away Slowly: A remarkable fan submission (New Dog........?) ends with two men growling at each other, with a third man awkwardly backing away. Oddly enough, when the video was adapted to an official asdf sketch, the third man was removed for some reason. Badass Adorable: Mine the
turtle. Cute as a button, but will blow you up if you step on him. Badass Baritone: The Potatoes, during his brief bout of badassery in the second film. Even the big baby in film 8, who happens to be the voice of the sultry-toned Markiplier. The child at the beginning of the asdfmovie: deleted scenes. The cop in 13 who's
given flowers. Bait-and-Switch: A guy is asked to keep a live bomb. The guy who gave him the bomb comes back a few seconds later and takes it back. No explosion, next sketch. In fact, before the scene transition, the frame contains a flash bug, causing the fuse to grow back. This from 4.Voice on the phone: This is a
robbery. [dramatic and when-up] Guy who who phone: [hangs up and goes away] WARNING POINTLESS BUTTON is pointless. In 8, a magician asks a boy, Do you want to see a magic trick?. The boy, with a smile on his face, says... No, no. Also in 8:Storyteller: And now, a cow pretends to be a man. Guy 1: Alan, are
you a cow? Alan: What? No! Ko pretends to be a man: yes, me either. You want to go skateboarding? In the fifth film, a man is seen walking up to the edge of a cliff. When he gets to the end, he floats away. This from 7.Girl 1: Hey, do you want to play catch the knife? Girl 2: Sure! [gets shot in the face] Girl 1: Man, I suck
at this game. Since asdfmovie is a comedy series, we have a Banana Peel lying in 9. And then a banana appears, shocked. In 10: Woman: Hello child! Who's ready to go? Children: Me! Me! Me! Okay then, (pulls out a gun) pull. (bangbangbangbang) In asdfmovie: deleted scenes Woman: No, Suzy! Don't get in the way!
Suzy: (turns) Look Mom, I did i- Sauropod: (crushes Suzy) I'm a stegosaurus! Also in the asdfmovie: deleted scenes, a man slowly winds up a jack-in-the-box, then the scene zooms out to show him among dead bodies at a crime scene before the jack-in-the-box can open. Bait-and-Switch Comment: Hello, babe. Are you
an angel? Because I'm allergic to feathers. (Vomit Indiscretion Shot) Baleful Polymorph: The little girl who opens up 11 is capable of this. I want an ice cream! What is the magic word? Girl: (Black Number, and the man turns into an ice cream cone) Batman can breathe in space: Probably played straight with Desmond
the Moon Bear, who seems to be perfectly fine to live and speak on the moon without a spacesuit. Bluntly, the next time we see him, where his reduced-to-bone corpse is still on the moon. Bears are bad news: Invoked in the sixth film. Averated with Desmond, the moon bear. Be careful what you wish for: From number
four, both the boy who wants to be a pie and the girl who wants to go to the moon. And the time traveler, who gets trampled on by a Stegosaurus on arrival. Number ten has a kid who wishes he could fly and flies away like a balloon... then crashes into the ceiling. Better to die than to be killed: The trumpeter in the sixth
film. The guy who said he has one year left to live in the eleventh. Big NO!: No, lame, NOOOOOO! Die Potato! No! Oh no, I spilled my milk! You've killed us all! NOOOOOOOOOO—(drowns) Billy, no!!! I'LL BEAT YOUR SALAD! NOOOOOOOOO- Oh, NOOOOO -- is pretty appropriate right before punching yourself in the
face because it's the opposite day. And when someone steps forward for their part in a barbershop quartet and hears a click, followed by Hello!. I'm going to hit your face. on the face. NOOOO—(zoom to face within face)—OOOOO! Oh no, giant flying sheep! ... It's cloud[3 and 13 and 13 NOOOOOOOO! I am Jim, but I
have to let you go. No, please! NOOOOOOOOOOO! Note Jim is a balloon, by the way. I'm judging you. jazz. NOOOOO—(trumpet flies into mouth, perfectly matching her note) High Five... Hundred. NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! Big YES!: In a deleted scene of 2. Bilingual Bonus: Parodied in Asdfmovie12's
opening title card. Although it has a Japanese subtitle often used to translate most English-formulated anime titles, it only reads Japanese text. Bishōnen: The Do The Flop Guy and I Like Trains Kid are animated in this way in the asdfmovie12 anime-style opening theme. Make Flop Guy Even Work Like a Long Haired
Pretty Boy! Black comedy: Many of the jokes are about death or violence in some way, often with Suicide as Comedy. The seventh film has much more of this in comparison to the previous six. Similarly, 9 has a noticeably large amount of this (the following is Black Comedy Animal Cruelty): Jimmy, take out the dog. Yes,
Mother. * YELP!* ... For a walk, Jimmy! * the guy is about to jump from a building * Spectators: no! Don't jump! *pulls out a camera and starts recording* Viewers: OK, jump now! Black speech: The girl in the opening skit of 11, when asked by her dad to say the magic word when she says she wants ice cream, utters an
ominous backmasked spell that turns her dad into an ice cream cone. The Blank: From the fourth movie: Yes, I stole your face! Obvious lies: also acts as Bad Liar. The puppy in six. Oh, gently, darling; he [the dog] has a knife! What do you mean, what? No, no, I don't. Blessed with Sigh: Tree powers, activate! Invisible
Billy. Playing catch with him using a frisbee is difficult (and quite lethal), to say the least. Bloody Hilarious: Especially when a character gets shot in the face. Almost everything is in black and white, even flames, but blood is made red anyway. Books vs Screens: Parodied in one where a guy, explaining he's going to make
an Internet, pokes his computer's keyboard and is instantly blasted with rainbows and awesomeness from the monitor screen. Another guy then tries to do the same with a book in response, but nothing happens much to his disappointment. Boom, Headshot!: Breaking the fourth wall: The very end of asdfmovie9; after a
rather dark joke is made, the recipient of the joke laughs shortly before the camera zooms in on his face then he looks directly at the viewer and strictly says Comedy. Breakout Character: Lots of these. Tom has even gone on record saying he enjoys creating at least one consistent character for each episode (where skits
usually follow negative continuity) to see if they will stoke interest with the fans. After his debut in the second film, I Like Trains the Kid was apparently liked enough to appear in the third film as well as to take a starring role in LilDeuceDeuce's I Like Trains music video. There were a fad around the time of the fourth film
where various YouTubers writhed around the ordalydning in the original phrasing. The other great Breakout Character is Mr. Muffin, who also got his own music video (covering the entire series, no less), to the point that the card game based on the series is called Muffin Time. Brick Jokes: Let's just say that if there is an
original joke, it will reappear in another episode with a new twist on it. In the second movie: I like the train kid says I like trains. to his father. It runs over someone else instead in the next sketch. Desmond the Moonbear questions why he's on the moon. In the seventh, he succumbed to the uninhabitable surface of the
moon. A drifting llama falls off a cliff. In the fifth film, it lands on someone. In the third film, a guy named Joey climbs into a friend's mouth. In the fourth film, he crawls out. In the fourth film: the magazine headline says the potatoes died. A piano lands on someone. In the fifth film, someone lands on a piano. In the fifth film,
a child wonders if his pony can fly, which it does. In the sixth film, the pony is spotted and shot down by some armed men. In The Deleted Scenes, the slain pony's head falls on a man who says I love it! while giving a thumbs up. The train came back: I like the Train Kid in 9, but in a phone call rather than in person.    C
Cactus Pillow: The third card has a joke with a father who tells his son not to touch a cactus. After his son literally gets attached to the cactus, the father cries you're dead to me!. Call-Back: Everywhere in the Mine Turtle music video. Stegosaurus returns in the deleted scenes. The I Like Trains Kid returns in asdfmovie9
via a callnote Make it a literal Call Back., and he is heard offscreen in asdfmovie10 when two guys talk about a trainsgender guy. The cow from asdfmovie8 returns in the final sketch of asdfmovie10; after a sheep says beep beep, I'm a sheep turned into a catchy song, the cow appears and tries to do the same by saying
meow meow, I'm a cow just for one of the sheep to cut him. The Cameo: Spamcat from Bing and Spamcat and TFL: Late (bing and spamcat 2) appears in the Ritalin'd movie. Arin Hanson makes both votes for no, you get robbed sketch in 4. From Asdf film 6, Jason Steele from FilmCow, Duke from Dukerecordings and
DukeLovesYou, and Michael Stevens from Vsauce give a few lines. From 7 and 8, Sam Lavagnino (aka Catbug) plays an optimistic, suicidal muffin, complete with a plug. Kylie Minogue, of all people, guest stars in a sketch in 8. Markiplier and PewDiePie made some cameos in 8. Mark cameos also in 9. Danisnotonfire
and Amazing Phil lent their voices for a sketch in 9, and another in 10. From the Everybody Do The Flop song, The Living Tombstone, Steve, Hatsune Miku, the Scout and Sonic the Hedgehog around the 0:47 minute mark. Monokuma pops up in one of the preview images of all the videos taking after the flop as well,
around the 0:42 mark. Jacksepticeye cameos in the opening spoon of 10. Jacksfilms is shown in 10, and so does his girlfriend. Jack shows up again in 11 and 12. In a reverse state, the music video I Like Trains appears in the Emoji movie. Jaiden Animations and TheOdd1sOut appear in 11. 12 has Caddicarus, The
Completionist, Silas MacDonnell, Zach Fuller and Olly Thorn. Captain Obvious: Waffle in 12, possibly as a side effect of his brain damage. (smacking lips) My mouth tastes like teeth! Carnivore Confusion: Inverted. The muffin from episode 7 wants to be eaten, but none of the people he meets want to eat him. Centipede
dilemma: A man is told not to think about cats. He immediately starts spewing cats from his mouth. Character Level: *punches a random guy in the face * LEVEL UP! Chest Burster: Hey guy, hey, smell my flower. Suzie's self-C section when the boy asks if she can come out to play. Chuck Cunningham Syndrome: The
Breakout Character I like the train kid disappears after the third movie. Executed, as his voice actor Edd Gould passed away, and probably the character died with him. He has made cameo appearances since though, which are either voiceless or use archived audio. The potatoes from Die Potato sketches, a recurring
sketch in the first 3 films, are absent from the fourth film onwards. If you look closely at the magazine man's reading in the fourth film, the headline story reads Potato Found Dead. It means someone killed him for good. *Click* Hello: A variation due to Mine Turtle. Cloudcuckooland: All characters are completely out of
touch with the reality we know. For good reason. Cold Ham: The Orphans... They're all dead! What kind of man would do this?! Comic sociopathy continuity Cavalcade: The Mine Turtle song. Cool and unusual punishment: In 11: I judge you ... to JAZZ! Cool Shades: The Potatoes in the second film, as well as The I Like
Trains kid in the I Like Trains song. Besides, the flop does the guy. Crapsaccharine World: Vibrant, whimsical, erratic and casually murderous are all fitting descriptors. Creator Cameo: Twice in Mine Turtle: two versions of Ridgewell appear - his Eddsworld Author Avatar (as a sphinx in one of the turtle's images) and the
realistic version, which created the first Mine Turtle. Creepy Kids: The I like train kid. Like father, as a son: His dad is scary too. Curse of the Cut Short: In the deleted scenes: Man: (hanging from a cliff) Save Me, Super Guy! Male: (falls) You are a diiiiiiiii-(thud) Cuteness Overload / Cute Kitten: I'm allergic to
adorable!    D-E Damn You, Muscle Memory!: A non-game example in 10, as a father holds his child when a woman starts singing If You're Happy &amp; You Know It (Clap Your Hands). Dance Everybody's doing the FLOP! (thud) A ten minute video was made of this two second gag. Then there was a fan-made Real
Life version. Darker and Edgier: asdfmovie7 stands out as the darkest entry in the series by far; above all, there are much more jokes involving death and suicide. Doesn't stop it from being over-the-top and stupid though. While there is no asdfmovie7, asdfmovie9 is markedly darker than asdfmovie8; while it has
nowhere the amount of jokes about suicide, it amps up Black Comedy to the point that it stands firm as the second darkest asdfmovie. Deadly euphemism: Jimmy interprets his mother's desire for him to take the dog out in this way. Death a Child: The girl draw a bear... on a real bear. (CHOMP) The girl who jaywalks,
thanks to Stegosaurus. The same little girl as above gets crushed by a car and falls off a cliff in the 10th episode. Death Seeker: The muffin in asdfmovie 7 and 8. And he looks so happy about it! Department of Redundancy Department: MEANINGLESS BUTTON: Warning, PointlessLy Conscious Monochrome: Other
than the occasional Splash of Color. Lampshaded in episode 7 when the characters turn on the color and are freaked out by it for the rest of the video, probably because everyone is naked. Deep Deception: In Asdfmovie 4, the kid trying to grab a ball thrown at him is not far away. He's just really small. And gets
squashed under the ball. A deleted asdfmovie9 gag showed two people looking at a paper airplane... who quickly flew down and crushed them both (judging by the splashy blood traces). Deranged Animation Disappeared Dad: The last joke of asdfmovie9. Dismemberment is cheap: If you look closely at Tree Man from
asdfmovie 1, you will notice that he is missing one of these arms. It is unclear whether this is a true animation error. Disproportionate retaliation: Now, son, do not touch that cactus! *kid levitates and attaches itself to cactus * You are dead to me. Honey, why is the baby on fire? BUY ME MORE JEWELRY! BANANA
FIGHT! (shot) No! You know who's gay? You. (stabbed in the chest) Aw, come on! You know who's gay? Y— *Hit by a train* Nice hat. Thanks! I was being sarcastic. Well, I stole your face! * Man grabs his face to find out that it's really gone * Inverted: ALIEN ATTACK!!! Throw CHEEEEEESE!!!!! Hey, it says 'Gullible' on
the ceiling. ... Oh, so it doe — aw, in you stole my lungs. Got the nose! *The door kicked down* LOOK OUT!!! HES GOT A NOSE!!!! *Bangbangbangbangbang* In asdfmovie2: deleted scenes, one guy literally explodes when another person admits to parking his car on his sandwich, destroying them both and the car.
Dissonant Serenity: In the deleted scenes, the guy twists the jack-in-the-box in the middle of a murder scene with several bloody corpses strewn around. Don't try this at home: At the end of the Ritalin'd movie. It is Hitting you: Knock the knock! Who's there? *slam* door! Double Entendre: In 4, a boy makes an internet by
pressing the space bar, and another boy makes a book by tapping the open page. In The Muffin Song the same two boys recite their lines again... but the other boy deletes a book with a Luminescent Blush, surrounded by hearts, which raises the question of how exactly he intends to make his book. Dramatic Gun Cock:
Die, Potatoes! (click) NOT TODAY. This special Bait-and-Switch from 10: Teachers: Hello children, who is ready to draw? Teacher: Okay then! [pulls out a gun] Draw. Driven to suicide: Goodbye, the world. World: Okay, Jim, see you! There ya goi-AWW OH NO! Aw that's not what I thought he meant by it at all! The cake
in the first throws itself away from the table in front of his 2 small cupcakes. Quick, shoot me in the face! *headshot* You'll never take me alive!, *trumpet sound* want to eat a muffin? No, thank you. But I want to die! Every second in asdfmovie7 is related to suicide in some way. I'm afraid you have a year to live. Ha ha,
oh yes? *pew* (song) Hey Mr. Goose, what do you do with that noose? the sound of a rope snapping the goose's neck snd a tuta *gasp*! A sketch in ASDF 13 features a man falling on top of and squashing a little girl, who turns out to have tried to kill herself by jumping to her death. After it fails, he shoots himself in the
mouth instead. Duck!: A guy in asdfmovie12 deleted scenes screaming Oh God, DUCK! The duck screams Oh God, STEVE! Sad surprise: two guys standing around. One guy crawls out of someone from the previous movie, with another guy watching. A guy walks off a ledge just to fall up... Another guy wonders if his
pony can fly. It can. And another wonders what a button does... Guy: Ooh, I wonder what this does? Oh, I'm gay now. Va. Early Delment Weirdness: The first three films had significantly slower tempo, stiffer animation and at least one sketch that lasted longer than five seconds, all of which were significantly improved by
the fourth. Earth-Shattering Kaboom Apparently, anyone who makes the Flop would lead to this, according to the Do the Flop music video. Mine Turtle music video ends with earth exploding due to mass propagation of Mine Turtles. Edible Ammunition: THROW CHEEEEEESE!!!' It's not working. Elmuh Fudd Syndwome:
In asdfmovie13, DJ Flop wants to get a party started, but a little girl replies: This is a swumbuh pahty ... Enfant Terrible: The child killer in 10. Everything is better with Dinosa-* stomped * I'm a STEG-O-SAURUS! This particular sketch is repeated in the music video Till Mine Turtle, which results in Stegosaurus being
blown up by the Mine Turtle. Then an entire army of My Turtles comes out of the time machine, leading to a hilarious example of Phlebotinum killing the dinosaurs. Everything is with Llamas: Even trying to teach one to run may not be the best of ideas... Everything's better with Rainbows: Doctor, I think I can be gay. How
can you see? RAAAINBOOOOOWS Making an internet makes a rainbow come out of your computer. The trains in I Like Trains produce rainbows. Evil Laughter: From the evil tie. Evil Sounds Deep: Basketball in 10. Exactly what it says on the can: The meaningless button. Exact words: Ha ha, they said I could never
teach a llama to drive! Never said they were wrong. In deleted scenes video, a doctor tells a man that he has brain cancer, but due to sudden pineapple, he is immediately cured... because his head becomes a pineapple. In 10, a guy says do you want a piece of me? When the other responds in the affirmative, the first
guy rips a piece of himself and gives it to the guy. The doctor in 12 did save his patient's legs; they're just not attached to him anymore. A few sketches hinge on using this, starting with one definition then swinging to the other for the punchline. That is not wrong; It's just not the one you were thinking about. Eye Scream:
In 6, a man is told carrots are good for one's sight. He jams carrots in his eyes. In deleted scenes video, a man is told by an invisible voice to look towards them. He does, and his eyes begin to pulsate and sizzle is heard, and it is revealed that the voice belonged to the sun. Ha ha, now you're blind!    F-G failed a Spot
Check: Hey, guys, check out my new camera. *headshot* Oh, wait, this isn't a camera. Sir, is this your car? Nope, it's yours! (guy drives away in the cop's car) Fartillery: The butt of 11 farts with enough force to rip off people's faces. Fat and proud: In 7, the sun smiles when Saturn calls it fat. Faux Horrific: In the 8th
episode, a guy is horrified at the sight of a giant flying sheep up in the sky, another guy points out that these are actually clouds, cue the first guy screaming a Big NO! in fear. Finger Gun: This is how the kid in the fourth movie mugs the robber. Flying Saucers: That gets cheese thrown at it. For Evulz: This seems to be
the motivation for several characters, including the French Jerk throwing muffins, the guy punching salad, and the guy who crushed the talking potato. Food Fight: Defied in 4. (guy gets shot from offscreen) Foul Flower: I'm on my way, I'm on my way, I'm about to eat your skin! Freeze-Frame Bonus: In the trailer for the
fifth film, Tom's dog tag briefly shows the face of the I Like Trains kid before switching to TOM'S DOG In the third film's with the bomb, the fuse goes back to its original height for a single frame at the end, but this is probably just a Blooper (since it doesn't seem to happen in the Newgrounds version). invoked In the 5th
movie, just before the car lands on the guy next to Mine Turtle, you can see smile on your face for a SPLIT second. The guys who make the flop frown when they fall to the ground. A potato is shown by the dragon in I Like Skyrim's video after dragonborn Ersatz called a train with his cry. In the Mine Turtle music video,
the mad scientist who taught a llama to drive can be very briefly seen in a scene, watching a llama in a small zoo. During the music video Everybody Do the Flop, a magazine with the flop mentions an Increase in Dropouts from Standing Up School. In addition, there is a book entitled I wish I knew how to come up with
humorous book titles. French Accordion: A short accordion riff plays in 13 when we appear the French dog, wearing a beret and a thin mustache. French Jerk: He doesn't come on muffins because he works at the Ze Muffin factory. Freudian Couch: When someone in 11 is stabbed, a doctor rushes to help him—a doctor
of psychology, that is. A cut later, and the now dead man has been arranged on a couch by the doctor. fun with homophones: any guy: hello! (a horse gallops into the scene, pedaling the guy in the process) Horse: (excited) Where? Furry Denial: The cow pretends to be a man. Person: Alan, are you a cow? Ko Pretend to
be a man: yes, me either. Sex Bender: The crying boy of 11 does this out of defiance. Come on, let's go. Boys don't cry. Crying Boy: (staring at the person with an angry pout, the suddenly developing breasts) Generation Xerox: It is understood in 2 that I Like Trains Kid's love of trains is taken from his father. Genius Loci:
Earth in asdfmovie3, the moon in asdfmovie5, Saturn and the sun in asdfmovie7, and the sun again in the deleted scenes. Giant Foot of Stomping: Courtesy of Stegosaurus. And Johnny Bigfeet. Gone Horribly Wrong: In the third music video, The Do The Flop Guy's dance craze begins to go downhill when someone
flops on a Mine Turtle, and it's only worse from there. It turns out that falling flat on your face can be bad for your health. Pointless German: The fourth film was made in German ... in an English only channel just because. Gross-Up When-Up: H-I Ham-to-Ham Combat: Of a Kind. At the beginning of asdfmovie3, a guy
asks another guy to look at his new dog, only for the other guy to realize that there is actually no dog, then both guys start screaming angrily at each other. We have this exchange in 12: Boss: You are fired ! Guy: You can't fire me, I quit! Boss: You can't stop, I quit! Guy: You can't stop, you're a frog! Boss: You can't frog
me, you're a wife! Guy: I'm not your wife, you're my wife! Boss: Oh hey darling, how was the work ? Pretty good, but I quit my job. Boss: You can't quit your job, you're fired! Guy: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
!!!!!AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA Having a heart: From 12: Doctor: (to a heavily bandaged patient lying in a hospital bed) Good news, we were able to save your legs! (holds up two ben) And here they are! Hemo Erotic: 12. A random man tries to impress
another man in front of the other man's girlfriend by making himself explode in a fountain of blood. The woman is horrified, but the other man finds it hot. His name really is Barkeep: Do The Flop Guy real name revealed to be Dougal Flopguy in the third music video. Hoist by his own Petard: Hilarious combination of
Opposite Day and Big NO! in the fifth film. Hollywood Silencer: Jimmy, from the beginning of 9, uses a gun with one to take out the dog. Gay reproduction: One of two potential punchlines in 9, where a woman eagerly tells her lover that she is pregnant. We then learn that her lover is a woman, who is understandably
confused. Hugh Mann: The cow pretending to be a man in 8. His disguise consists of a hat and a skateboard. I fell for hours: The drifting llama from Asdfmovie 2 had been falling for years before appearing in #5. I have a family: AHHH! Why would you do this? I have a wife and family! I have no son!: Now, my son, don't
touch that cactus. *son levitates and attaches himself to the cactus * ''You are dead to me. Said verbatim by a man of 12 in response to a child coming out as gay. Undermined when it is revealed that the boy is in the wrong house. Ill Girl: One appears in asdfmovie13, explaining that she wants to become a doctor just like
the one who treats her. The doctor says she won't grow up. Image Song: The I Like Trains Kid, The Do The Flop Guy and Mine Turtle each get their character song related to their main stunt. I'm a humanitarian: Small variation in asdfmovie3: Joey, have you eaten my sandwich? I'm your sandwich. The guy in asdfmovie9
who asks Are you going to eat it? and points to something.. with the next shot showing that he is pointing at a baby. Given that she answers with No, you can have it, she can be one too. A stranger example; the girl in 11 who turns her dad into an ice cream cone and starts quickly eating it/him. The living flower from 12 is
either this or to serve man, depending on whether his taste of skin is specifically human. I meant to do it: As Do Flop reveals, this is how Dougal Flopguy got the titular dance craze going. Being in itself clumsy, Dougal would always face plant when he tried to dance; one day he found a whole crowd watching him mid-fall,
and yelled Everyone does the flop! to save face. Laced with extreme prejudice: In asdfmovie9, a man ready to make a pole vault gets randomly impaled by a jousting knight just before he takes off from the ground. Unlikely Deniability: A talking dog claims he doesn't hold a knife. Said knife Sticks to the back and is not
covered in any way. Bonus points for the dog is a Bad Liar. Impossible theft: I stole your face! aw, you stole my lungs. Unlikely infant survival: seemingly averated: Darling, why baby on fire? but actually played straight into the fact that the child suffers no ill effects and actually smiles while it still burns. Unlikely weapon
user: throw cheeeeeeeese! Lifeless competitor: In 12, a cowboy gets into a duel with a toaster. The toaster produces a gun and shoots him in the head. I likens that remark!: Two characters try to hold an intervention for Larry who keeps snapping people's throats without seeing it. He denies having such a problem then
snaps their throats as well. Is there a doctor in the chamber?: In the sixth film, when a guy standing next to someone lying on the ground and choking: Guy: Is there anyone here a doctor? Doctor: I am! Guy: Yes you're a geek! *high-fives now-dead choking guy*(a man is dying of a stab wound)Doctor: Don't worry! I'm a
doctor! Of psychology! (clip to the doctor sitting on a chair with notes while the other man lies dead on a couch) Doctor: So how does that make you feel? It works only once: Throwing cheese on a Flying Saucer causes an explosion in the twenty-minute film but has no noticeable effect in the fourth film. J-M Jackass
Genie: A nerdy guy in 12 rubs a spirit lamp and wishes people will be nice to him. The spirit that later appears calls his wish stupid and strikes him easily in the face. Note that the nerd's wish just indicated that people would be nice to him. Jerkass: Marmite killed the middle of the sentence: Do you know who's gay? Y- *
run over by a train * It worked! My time machine wor- * crushed by a dinosaur * Killed Offscreen: Desmond the Moon Bear dies offscreen (possibly of insufficient oxygen or food) some time after his debut in asdfmovie2. In asdfmovie7, he's been reduced to a skeleton. Knock Knock Jokes: Door: Knock Knock! Who's
there? *whack*! Door: The door! Reflection: Knock knock! Who's there? Reflection: A mirror! I'm alone. Land Mine Goes Click!: Hello! :D (the button on the shell is pressed) * BOOM!*, giving a whole new meaning to *Click* Hello. Big ham: Buy me more jewelry! Throooooooowwww the
CHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEe!!!!! I'm PUNCHING YOUR SALAD !!!! OH NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO--thump Larynx Dissonance: If the opening to asdfmovie12 is to be taken as cannon, then Cow Pretend to be a man is actually a woman, despite the apparently voice of a man. Beep Beep Sheep's gender is more
ambiguous, but still doesn't quite match the voice. Last Note Nightmare: Two Examples in 12: I'm on my way, I'm on my way, I'm about to eat your skin! (sour piano chords) A, B, C, D, E, F, gun! Mr . The last of these is not like the others:Girl: I like to sing! I like to dance! I like train kid: I like trains. Let's Meet the Meat:
Off-screen voice: Hey, burgers! Burger: I used to be a cow! Off-screen voice: Oh. Non-meat examples in 7, but it is still a suicidal muffin asking to be eaten. Literally Genie: The twenty long film gives a one as rather than being 20 minutes long, it was done in 20 minutes — the commenter who inspired it said to do one for
20 minutes, after all. A kid of 10 wishes should be able to fly. A spirit gives his wish, as he floats up in the air and splashes against the ceiling. Literal-Minded: A character told carrots is good for a sight. He tries to test it by disturbing two large carrots in his eye sockets. One guy tells another to turn his frown upside down.
He does... along with the rest of his head. But he smiled when he did, so... Another character, about to shoot himself, says goodbye, the world. The earth will say okay, Jim, i'll see you around. Where are you traveling- OH! OH NO! Oh, that's not what I thought he meant by that! Lost in Translation: While many of the
episodes have found their way into Nico Nico Douga in one form or another, many of the Japanese users trying to subtitle the series have noted that asdf's use of fast-paced English puns and puns makes it difficult to follow for Japanese viewers, even with subtitles, without completely changing the context of the dialogue.
As a result, some subtitlers have taken to adding a small note explaining various sketches that would otherwise be made incomprehensible. Made by Explodium: The Mine Turtle. A guy of 9 has to keep singing or he's going to explode. He is distracted by someone who says hello and has just enough time to say what
have you done!? before exploding. A guy in 10 jumps from the edge of a pool to make a cannonball and just keeps flying. He ends up flying in and exploding on the side of a pirate ship. Made by Plasticine: Invisible Billy is sliced by a pure frisbee. The guy who asks if the other guy wants a piece of him... and then casually
tears off a piece of his own body. Major Injury Underreaction: The guy with a flower in 1 doesn't seem particularly bothered by Chest Burster coming out of him. You know who's gay? sounds more annoyed than anything else when he gets stabbed by the guy he's talking to. From 2: Aw, you stole my lungs. Said as if he's
just mildly annoyed at the inconvenience. One would think that being asked to hold a knife and then being stabbed by said knife would provoke a less quiet reaction. In 9, a kid asks a pregnant mother if her baby can come out to play. The child casually bursts out through the mother's stomach, and no one thinks anything
wrong about it. The guy told me that carrots are good for his sight quickly jam carrots in his eyes. His only answer is to point out that the other guy lied to him. You Know The Who's Gay guy seems more annoyed than anything else when he gets stabbed. From 12: (gasp) A knife! My favorite! Make as much sense in
context: About 99% of jokes are this. I'LL BEAT YOUR SALAD! Man on Fire: Megaton Kick: When I grow up I want to go to Why wait? Wait? Anthropomorphism: All the memorable non-human characters from the show are drawn as cute anime people in the opening of asdfmovie12. For bonus points, Desmond the Moon
Bear is drawn like a bear. Moment Killer: The Moon in the Fifth Movie. Mood Whiplash: I'm allergic to adorableness! * The kit lands on the face * aw. * Cut to his tombstone * Moth Menace: In the ninth film, a man has his sweetheart stolen away by a small butterfly. Robbing the monster: You're being robbed, kid. No,
you're being robbed. AAAH, HOW DOES IT EVENWORK!?! This moment is remixed for IT's MUFFIN TIME Give Me Your Hand! (Holding a gun) No, give me your hand... *gasp* (The gun is replaced by a wedding ring) in the marriage! what? (Mugger and victim are on a wedding altar wearing costumes while
Mendelssohn plays.) Everyday Made Awesome: The Series. My God, what have I done?: The cake segment. Complete with a big NO! at the end.    N-O Naked People Are Funny: An Art Shift gag in 7 reveals every single person so far has been naked all along, the monochromatic art style just doesn't make it obvious.
(With a few exceptions – because of Early Installment Weirdness, people up to 2 and some in 3 were drawn with visible sleeves.) Neck Snap: One character tells another to turn his frown upside down. They do. Two characters hold an intervention for Larry, who keeps snapping people's throats. He wonders what they're
talking about, while snapped his throat. Never learned to read: Ahaha, I can not read. Nice hat: Thanks. I was being sarcastic. Well I stole your face. (Guy beats his own empty face and finds it gone) Nice Job Breaking It, Hero!: In the seventh movie, when some people try to stop someone from jumping from the building,
the flop guy from the sixth movie comes in and does his dance. All flops including the one from the building. Nightmare Face: You're dead to me. I'LL BEAT YOUR SALAD! No Name Given: There usually isn't enough time. Non-indicative name: subversive. Johnny Big Feet from 12 protests that his feet are not so big.
While Johnny's feet are not disproportionately large, he himself is still a very big person. As can be seen from the final picture, his left foot is large enough to accidentally crush a normal-sized human being. Non-standard Character Design: Marmite is represented by a full image photo of a Marmite jar. The magic pony
and talking chair from 4 have a more detailed, pencil-shaded art style compared to the norm. no one could survive it!: Some children seem indestructible; that wit it I like the train kid and his supposed Spiritual Successor airplane baby. (Then again, they may be the asdf version of Kenny.) The Noseless: Pretty much
everyone, because of the art style. No wonder the cops got so freaked out by the got nose guy. Lampshaded in 13 with Call-Back to the aforementioned gag: Guy 1: Got Nose! Guy 2: What is a nose? Guy 1: I... I don't know, i don't know Not Like Other Girls: A girl in the tenth film claims this. Why? Not that kind of doctor:
Used in the 11th film, when a guy runs up to another person who's been stabbed and explains that he's a doctor... psychology. We then see him trying to give therapy to the man's rotting corpse. No, you: Look rob the monster. Obliviously Evil: Larry, who keeps breaking people's throats, and doesn't even know he does.
Offscreen Moment of Awesome: Toying with. And now: the funniest thing you've ever seen, from really far away. A Steve Frontier: Averated as names that are sometimes reused. Even if the character looks the same, they never have the same voice. Mackan Joey ate my sandwich I'm your sandwich, and Joey the muffin
wants to be eaten by Hey Joey wants to eat me. Johnny the Vaudeville artist Hello Bobby, play that one about falling down the stairs Sure thing Johnny, and John who loses his wife to a butterfly She's Mine Now John. Opposite Day: In the fifth film, a bully goes to punch another guy in the face, but when reminded of
what day it is, the bully shouts OH NOOO- as he punches himself in the face. Organ theft: Lungs, specifically. In addition, a face was stolen in the fourth film. Orphan punchline: The funniest thing you've ever seen, from really far away. The first line is almost impossible to hear properly, the rest of it is much clearer. Our
giants are bigger: Played for laughs with Johnny Bigfeet. Too Long Gag: The Cake in the first movie. It is the longest in the entire series, clocking in at a gigantic twenty seconds, in a series where the other gags range from five to ten seconds. With second place, you're fired! You can't fire me. argument in 12, with the two
guys going back and forth for about seventeen seconds.    P-R Paper-Thin Disguise: The Cow-Pretending-to-Be-a-Man wears a baseball cap backwards and wears a skateboard. One of the sheep in the Beep Beep I'm a Sheep video has COW written on his page for the Meow Meow I'm a Cow stanza. Parental
expectation: I think we should just be friends. (dial) Mother... Parental Incest: Implicitly strange in the example seen in Parental Seal. Phlebotinum killed the dinosaurs: Played for Laughter in mine turtle music video; see Everything's Better with Dinosaurs. Piano Drop: Whose Idea Was This?! Pint-sized Powerhouse: The
butterfly in the ninth film that lifts a girl up with her finger and removes her. Pokémon Speak: The I like train kid usually only ever says... Well, guess. The deleted scenes from 12 have two dogs walking Dog! Dogdog! Dad! Goes the Human:Female: Aw, babies grow up so fast. Horrified pregnant woman: DE do?! (Inflates
and pops, leaving a baby where she once stood) Hey, I've been born. A man does this to intentionally in 12 to impress another man. The other man thinks it's hot. Properly paranoid: My tie is evil and it will kill me... Rail Enthusiast: The I like train kid. Rapid Aging: The Opening of 7.First Person: Hey, what did you get on
your birthday? Second person: I got ... Older! First person: (Laughs) Second person: (Quickly getting older) First person: AAAAAAAAAAh- It's strange ... Rapid-Fire Comedy: Especially with sketches that last several seconds on average. Reach between the lines: While listening to I Like Train Kid over the phone won't
stop a train from running you over, as the guy who answers the call finds out when a train comes out of his phone. Reactive Continuous Scream: The guy whose face got punched in the face. He starts screaming, and it zooms into the face of his face, which also screams but on a higher pitch. Reality Ensues: Desmond
the Moon Bear is seen again in episode 7. He's dead. No air on the moon, you know. In the fourth episode, aliens attack. A spectator screams heroically, Throw! It! Cheese! People then throw a ton of cheese... and everything just bounces off the spaceship. Halfway through the music video Everybody Do The Flop, the
Do The Flop guy will eventually realize the obvious dangers of falling down on one's face. He then spends some time trying to come up with a new feeling, only to give up when he realizes that it's hard to force a new fad on the public. A live waffle with a piece taken from the head appears in asdfmovie12 and at first it is
set up for a food related. Turns out he's got brain damage from such a bite. asdfmovie4 has someone trying a robbery over the phone. The guy who gets robbed just hangs up. Recursive reality: I'll hit your face... in the face! I made you a pie! Oh boy! What flavor?! PIE FLAVOR. Ridiculously cute Critter: Mine turtle. RPG
Episode: One in the first asdfmovie involves a guy landing a single blow against another person. The punched person becomes enraged, while a pop-up indicating that the puncher leveled up appears immediately afterwards. Rubber Man: A man in 11 asks another to pull his finger; he obliges and finds that the finger
extends to abnormal length (complete with rubbery sound effects). Rule of three: A remarkable feature of the videos, starting with I Like Train Kid. These gags appear early in the film, usually introducing the character, again toward the middle, and then at the end to lead into the credits. Sometimes they will make an
appearance in the next movie (or movies) as well. Examples include I Like Trains kid, man punching a salad, my turtle, suicidal muffin, skateboard ing cow pretending to be a man, the sheep, and pineapple. The potatoes, while only shown once in each film, are shown a total of three times. An exception to the rule is the
waffle, which only twice in his debut. Running Gag: You want to skateboard? PIP PIP, I'M A SHEEP. 11 had a giant rear end that farts so hard people's skin fly off their bodies. Rust-proof blood: Fended off in 11 when a man, after being stabbed, is taken care of by a doctor in psychology. When he's put up on a couch, the
blood's darkened.    S Sarcasm Mode: Often, but the guy from 11 wins the prize (literally): Narrator: And now the prize for best sarcasm goes to... This guy. Best Sarcasm Winner: (in the most sarcastic voice possible) Oh, wow, thank you very much. Schmuck Bait: The Scottish trope / Talk about the devil: I like trains.
Piano! * Piano Drop * Whose Idea Was This?! The butt also seems to answer the word though. Sdrawkcab Speech: The black number to turn the father into an ice cream cone is a backmasked memeicus icecreamicus. Serial Killer: Larry, if his throat-snapping is as common as in his lone appearance in asdfmovie
deleted scenes. Shaped like himself: PIE FLAVOUR!!! I'm going to hit your face! IN THE FACE. The victim turns out to have a small face on his face. Shipper on Deck: The Moon in asdfmovie 5. Hello! You two should kiss! Shoot him! He's got a... Wallet!: Played straight (albeit in a typical Non Sequitur fasion) in the first
sketch of the series. Someone pulls the classic Got his nose at someone else, and the police kick down the door to shoot him. Whether it is a viable concern in the asdfverse is ambiguous, but the fact remains that pranksters don't actually have a nose. Shoot the Dog: Literally! The 9th film opens with a boy
misinterpreting his mother's request to take out the dog. Shout-Out: One of the people shown doing the flop in the EVERYBODY DO THE FLOP music video is a LEGO Minifig with a shirt reading I ♥ Chase McCain. Honey, why is the baby on fire? BUY ME MORE JEWELRY! from ASDF 3 is a reference to The Sims.
Tom's asdf comic book Art is Dead is named after a Bo Burnham song. The clown in the Muffin Time Kickstarter ad makes a gun out of a balloon in the style of The Mask. Sinister Sentient Sun: A gag from Deleted Scenes has the sun calling out a poor fellow to look at him, only to make him blind. The Sun: Hey, look over
there! Man: Looking at it and having his eyes fried. The sun: Haha now you are blind! The sun returns in the 13th film, approaching Earth and burning a guy who said hello to it. Skewed priorities: A wife's reaction to her husband pointing out the child is on fire? BUY ME MORE JEWELRY! Slapstick knows no sex: When I
grow up I want to go to the moon! Why wait? Many of Asdfmovie 7's gags involve women and death. Something completely different: And now, Ducks. Spiritual successor: To Eddsworld videos Tom's Tales Of Awesome, Edd stories of boredom, and Tom's Tales of Brilliance. Tom even admitted it on Eddsworld's Twitter.
Splash of color: apart blood, rainbows, marmite, evil tie flash, exposed muscle tissue, and the short scene in 7 when everything is in color (and the characters quickly freak out because it's proven they're naked) everything is black and white. The stylistic Suck-filled Twenty Minutes ASDFMOVIE has foods colored in.
Spontaneous choreography: Everyone makes the Flop! Staging an intervention: Done in asdfmovie deleted scenes for Larry, who constantly snaps people's throats. It lasts about five seconds for everyone except Larry. Stair tumble: In the ninth film, until it is revealed that we see the scene upside down so that the person
falls up the stairs. Hey, Bobby! Play that one about falling down the stairs! Standard 50s Father: I like the train the kid has one. Apparently, the little girl in the sixth movie does. Stealth Pun: In the sixth film, the kid doesn't say it, but he likes airplanes. Stinger: You ever get tired of being random? *Beat* Me either. Straight
Gay: The guy who presses the button in movie 9. Stroke beard: Played along in 12.Man: (with one hand stroking his chin) Hmm ... this is not my arm. (zoom out to reveal another man touching the first man's face) Second man: Hello. Your chin feels nice. Things blowing up: the whole mine turtle music video. Justified
because, you know, My turtles. Stupid Statement Dance Mix: Everyone makes the flop! Beep beep, I'm a sheep! I said beep, I'm a sheep. The Muffin Song is one for the series in general, with most of the lyrics consisting of different gags. Stylistic Sigh: The Ritalin'd and twenty minute movies. NOTasdfmovie9 Subverted
Trope: A lot of humor is derived by doing the complete opposite/anything other than what you expect to see. In addition, the second and third films repeat and undermine some previous sketches. Two women prepare to play Catch the Knife The first woman shoots the second instead. Man, I suck at this game! Suicide as
Comedy: Loads. The darker and Edgier asdfmovie7 was where suicide jokes kicked off, with a hint of them all over the latter shorts, but even the former had a couple to go around (for example, the trumpeter who gets stuck without a license). Muffin:Hey Joey, you want to eat me? Joey:No thanks Mr. Muffin. Muffin: But I
want to die! Suicide of police: Fast! Shoot me in the face! Superdickery: Save Me, Superguy! No, no. You are a diiii— *splat* Surreal Humor: Tone.    T-Z Take a Third Option:Drill Sergeant Nasty: What are you, a man, or a mouse!? (Horse.) Take That!: Deleted scenes have a nasty one against Annoying Orange. Father
watching son make an orange and an apple talk: Yes, we failed. (cans shotgun) Don't look, darling. Take the bullet: undermined in 12 deleted scenes. One man fires a gun, and another dives... behind the target. Pooh! I almost got shot! Take the fight outside: Toying with One who has two rowdy types in a bar with drinks
looks like they are about to get into a fight. One of them, in a very serious tone, suggests taking this outside, to which the other responds in equally serious a tone sure!. A rock later, with both outside, and Bait-and-Switch obvious: The Talk: Parodied in 13 when a boy asks Where Do Babies Come From? and his mother
responds with baby gun. before blasting him in the face with one. Talking animals: My turtle. The ducks are a more unusual case; when one of them quacks as usual, the other remarks (in English) how he was just about to say the same thing. The cow pretending to be a man. The sheep in 10. Teens Are Monsters:
Spoofed Via Inversion: Tempting Fate: From 12: Terrible Pick-Up Lines: Parodied in asdfmovie7. A man says to a woman: Hey, baby, are you an angel? Cuz I'm allergic to feathers. [vomiting on her] And again in asdfmovie10. A woman says to a man, Hey, I'm not like other girls; I have snake arms. [flails them around]
There can only be one: If you don't like dying from being stabbed in the chest, don't tell me your boyfriend said you were the most beautiful girl in the world. There was a door: They called me crazy! / Mad Scientist: They said he could never teach a llama to drive. I think he should have listened. Tom, who created My
Turtle. They killed Kenny again: Every time I like the Train Kid appears, he or someone near him gets hit by a train. The mine turtle blows up in all but one of the sketches it's in. It appears in the song that there is actually a whole army value of Mine Turtles (who then go on to explode the dinosaurs). Either Die, Potato
Guy, the potatoes, or both die in all their skits. The Deleted Scenes and asdfmovie10 both have a sketch in which a girl named Suzie is killed (by Stegosaurus in the former and a car in the latter); given the nature of the series, it is likely that they are the same character. Through the eyes of madness: In asdfmovie9. Are
you hungry? No, I'm crazy! (crazy person staring at cactus with burger balanced on it) Also in 10. Clay Figure 1: What time is it? Clay Figure 2: It's medication time! (art style shifts from 3D numbers to regular 2D style) Guy 2: This is better. Toilet Humor: The giant butt of 11 gives this, in the form of farts that can rip the
skin and muscles of one's face. Too stupid to live: Billy. He wanted to be a pie. so he baked himself into one. Train Song: The I Like Trains song, but it's about I like the trains kid rather than the trains themselves. Transflormation: Tree powers, activate! But doesn't really work. Trigger Happy: Everyone. Tuckerization: The
Mine Turtle was apparently invented by a man named Tom. (Mine) Turtle Power: Technically, he is a turtle. Unfortunate Name: In asdfmovie9, a girl tells her dad that she is hungry, to which dad answers with Hi hungry, I'm dad, a typical dad joke... until it appears that the girl is actually called Hungry. Unusual
Euphemism: holy shirt!, as seen in the end of asdfmovie removed scenes. Age: How Old Am I Like Train Kid? He is called a kid, seen with children in most of his early appearances and apparently still lives with his parents, but in his eponymous song, he proved able to get a job, buy a house and get married. Not helped
by the fact that he is visually modeled after Edd Gould, who was 22 when he first began to express the character. Verbal Tic Name: Probably I like the train kid. Villain Song: A short ditty sung by a potted plant in asdfmovie12... about eating human skin. Visual Pun: From asdfmovie6. Mom: Here comes the airplane! Boy:
*smiles* * airplane lands on house * The asdfmovie Song video sometimes quickly flashed corresponding images of a cow and a bell (cowbell), as well as a drum and a karate kid (drum kick). Vocal Dissonance: Babies in asdfmovie 8 and asdfmovie13 have deep, adult voices. Voice of the Legion: There can only be one.
Vomit Indiscretion Shot: Doctor, I think I might be a homosexual. How can you see? RAAAINBOOOOOWS Fast! Don't think about cats! (BLARRRRGH) Hey, are you an angel? Because I'm allergic to feathers. *puke in the girl's face* Miss, you have to pay for your food! Nope. (puking up a whole burger) I feel car sick!
(vomiting up a car) The Walrus Was Paul: Random, nonsensical humor is the name of the game, and asdfmovie plays it very well. Weaksauce Weakness: I'm Allergic to Adorable! It's a lovely day to go down the road, and if I ever stop singing I'm going to explode... Weird Moon: Doubles as third wheel. HEY, YOU TWO
SHOULD KISS!!! What does this button do?: What kind of lame power is heart, Anyway?:Lady: Someone help me, I get robbed! T-Man: I'm going to save you! Tree forces activate!! *turn into a tree* Who writes this shit?!: Whose idea was this?! William Telling: Pulled off successfully in 10 with a little boy, attaching the
apple on top of his head to the tree behind him... just for the tree to fall on top of him. X Rang; They want their Y Back: In 11, a guy approaches a Disco Dan character. The '80s called. They want... you dead. (pulls gun and starts quickly shooting the now fast dancing Disco Dan) Yandere: Don't tell me your boyfriend said



you were the most beautiful girl in the world... Do you ever get tired of being random? *duckbill*I neither.
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